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From The Editors...
Madame Curie is a renowned scientist to whom we
dedicate the contemporary Atomic-Physics and the
study of Radioactivity as we know it. Tumour
treatments, space exploration, a clear definition of the
atom, are all spinoffs of Madame Curie's research on
radiation. The innumerable usages of Radium and
Polonium in Medicine have been proven to increase
life expectancy. With respect to that, our team has
decided to name the magazine after her, ergo
Curi(e)osity.Politics, what do we know about it? To
most of us, it is a topic that our parents talk about at
dinner; something that we feel is much beyond us.
However, politics is not just related to the government;
it can be within friend groups, school groups and even
in various organizations around the world.

Ayan Maheshwari - Editor in Chief
In the very first issue of Curi(e)osity, we would be
looking at how politics affects the daily life of
students. Topics ranging from the impact of social
media on the election process to the loopholes in
student loan policies. It will talk about workplace
politics in the engineering sector after delving into the
psyche of a voter. Subconsciously all of us students
know the politics going on around us and it definitely
affects us in ways we cannot imagine. A lot of it is
related to our friend circle but also to our future
career prospects. Curi(e)osity gives an insight into a
few possible solutions on this issue, but more
importantly, gives students a platform that makes their
voices heard.

Siddhant Jhawar - Managing Editor

Antara Pande - Senior Editor

“

“

Politics is a strife of interests
masquerading as a contest of
principles

Psychology of Voting
In a democracy, the public holds the most power. The paramount right of the citizens, which
allows them to wield this power, is the right to vote. The importance of this right to vote
comes from the influence a single vote holds; one choice made by one citizen can tip the
scales one way or another. Having such a high stakes decision to make can put immense
mental pressure on a person. Even if they are only voting on a minor level like the
prefectorial board of their school, they require much deliberation before selecting a
candidate.
Many of us in school right now would be voting for government elections in the near future,
such as the parliamentary elections in 2023. To explore the aspects of voting, we must
evaluate the psychology behind it. One must first determine the qualities one desires in a
candidate. An ideal candidate should be intelligent, experienced, have good vision, or
similar preferences. As is the case a fair majority of the time, no person possesses all of
those; that is when things become complicated for a voter. They have to give precedence to
one of those qualities, which is a loaded task in itself.When people are unable to do that,
they look for the opinion of others. Here is where social media comes into play. Young
people, especially students, are most affected by this as they are the most avid users.
When, for instance, their favourite celebrity advocates for something, they tend to gravitate
toward it, be it a skincare product or their political inclination.
Political campaigns also impact a voter’s decision. Advertising in imaginative ways is how
parties try to gain an advantage. Making lofty claims of development is another popular
tactic. Voters must again think this through; they need to work out whether they could
actually bring their declarations to fruition.
After considering all of those factors, when the voter is
unsuccessful in deciding, they resort to intuition. Often,
the candidate whose name gets listed on the top of the
list gets about 3-4 per cent more votes on average.
Nonetheless, when this occurs, the objective of
organising an election is lost. It is essential for us, as
students, to consider these facets and create our own
opinion on voting for a cause. Therefore, we must
gather all the facts and formulate a fool-proof voting
plan. That would help us evade the burden of making
difficult choices over and over again The psyche of a
voter is a complex matter to unpack. This piece of
writing only portrays a fragment of it. Psychologists
continue to study numerous fractions of this dilemma
called voting to this day.

Antara Pande

Eﬀects of Social Media
on Politics
Positioned among the most established technological tools used globally, it is no
surprise that social media does a great deal affecting our viewpoints on a myriad
of topics.Needless to say, social apps are the main mediums through which
customary news is shared. Although awareness increases substantially due to
this, blindly believing everything you see online results in a lot of muddles,
especially since there is no way to consume information online without being
influenced by other peoples views on it. Consequently, most of the data is biased.
Social media, today, has been turned into a part-time news channel, however, we
forget that the people sharing the news voice it in a way where it leans towards
their side of the argument, not yours. Manipulating facts on these platforms
becomes easy due to the lack of restriction and verification of data. Although
misconception concerning primal subjects exists greatly all throughout social
media, so does expression. A platform is provided, making it unchallenging to
present varying opinions and listening to a diversified school of thought into the
rival perspectives of a debate. This plays a cosmic role, impacting what the
people surmise about political matters as the potency of the social web and
tethering an audience together grows broader, for better or worse. Its impact on
politics is evident through poll results and people connecting directly with political
leaders to ask for aid as it gets facile to reach a target audience. This impact
could either be a curse or blessing provided, the information being shared to the
masses and what it supports hits the right spot. As the liberty of speech at large
to free vocalisation of outlooks into vital subjects, drawing an appropriate is made
risky and difficult. It is these social media platforms that make or break a political
career. Social media outlets have the potential to change political dynamics and
can succour eradicating political issues altogether if used judiciously.

Aanya Kasliwal

The Genius Of Curie:
A Memory
Marie Curie is most recognised for her work with radioactivity, but her life is both inspirational
and worthy of commemoration. Her life was set up to be renowned from the start; her
scientific work was groundbreaking, and her work had a lasting impact that led to additional
discoveries, both in and out of the scientific area. She overcame the woman stereotype of
that time and helped pave the way for other scientists.
Born on 7 November 1867 in central Warsaw Poland, Marie Curie showed that she had
the aptitude to do marvellous things. Curie was perpetually motivated by her parents, but
her father’s bad investments caused her to go to work after completing high school.
The atom was considered to be the smallest particle in existence during Marie's time. At
first, Marie and Pierre Curie thought the atom was being bombarded by cosmic rays. Marie
experimented with a variety of elements to see if they might help the air conduct electricity
better than Uranium. Marie and Pierre Curie discovered Polonium in July of 1898. This
new element was chemically extremely close to bismuth, but it had radioactivity, therefore it
had to be new. The Curie's found another element in December of 1898. This one was
given the name radium. The two new elements had quite different chemical characteristics,
yet they were both very radioactive.
These discoveries propelled Marie to be the
first woman to win a Nobel Prize, as they
were awarded the Nobel Prize in Physics in
1902. All hell broke loose when she won
another in 1911 for chemistry, making her
the first person to win two Nobel Prizes in
different areas. Marie discovered that
radiation destroyed unhealthy cells quicker
than healthy ones, making her research the
foundation of radiography.
She was first denied from a Polish university because she was a woman, and the Nobel
Prize in 1902 was originally intended to be awarded solely to her husband Pierre and one
of their male colleagues. Marie was included in the prize after challenging the decision.
Prejudices similar to those experienced by Marie Curie pervaded all fields of academics.
Marie Curie performed her study without wearing adequate protective gear since the harmful
effects of radiation were unknown at the time. Unfortunately, she died of radiation exposure
in 1934. Sir Oliver Lodge names Marie Curie "the greatest woman of science of all time" at
the end of his address, and she is still one of the most well-known female scientists today.
Her radiation research paved the path for radiology, which continues to save lives today.

Workplace politics in an
Engineering background
Practitioners of engineering are supposed to have a grasp on the knowledge to invent,
design, analyze, build and test machines, gadgets, and materials. They require a
plethora of talents and it is not an easy task, so how come people even as intelligent as
them succumb to the relentless tide of workplace politics?
Engineers are taught that engineering work can and should be disconnected from social
and political lives. They are told to remain emotionally unattached, so their work retains
the purity of their profession. Google engineer James Damore was recently fired for
voicing his actual views on an internal company message board.
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- Steve Jobs

The leaders like to stay in the lead and don’t give other people much of an opportunity to
succeed. Instead, they pass on their companies to their children, quite like a monarchy. And
it is that monarchy that makes the feeling of politics in an engineering background feel everpresent. The ministers, in this case, are the middle ring of people always fighting with one
another, backstabbing colleagues to get their employers attention. The leaders, like rulers,
are always on the throne with their heir right beside them to quickly take their place. And
then the lowest rung, the beginners and misfits, or in the world of the court, the servants and
villagers, desperately trying to find a place for themselves but only a few are strong enough
to haul themselves up the social ladder. All of these obstacles, although quite common in the
world, seem to be concentrated on this side of society, which inevitably discourages young
adults to actually take this up as a profession. The children get scared that they would face
repression and may be bullied even when grown up and at work. They fear that their voices
may not be heard, and if they are they might get criticized and shut down. The worst
scenarios are those who live in orthodox families and are forced to take up professions like
engineering, law and medical-based careers. They are stuck between two stools and let the
pressure get to their heads. This has also been the cause for depression and suicide in the
past and will be in the future if we don’t find a way to clamp down upon these imaginary yet
ever-present barriers of discrimination and workplace politics. To make sure you do not fall
into this infinite cycle, make sure your presence is known from the start. Swim in the
mainstream but be sure to stand out too. Win the hearts and the minds of people.
Understand your audience and know what drives them and what they are looking for. But
also stand your ground while being falsely shouted at so they know not to mess with you. So
that you are respected but firm. However, do not ever forget to just be yourself.

Devangna Chandra

Colours- A Poem on Racism
the boy was young,shy and meek
he wanted to draw with every colour
he saw on the street
but he was held back
told the difference between wrong and right
that the only two colours that matter were black and white
they were hidden,those colours in between
but luck was worse for those that could be seen
But the boy he never believed
He steamed of rainbows, glittery and high
Reaching to a pot of gold from the free free sky
Soon the nightmares began,the darkness settles
He was told off,was warned not to meddle
He pondered and pondered on how skin could define ones rights
Grey didn't exist anymore,just the yin to the yan and the day to the night
But the boy still didn't believe
He met a playmate, sweet and kind
with ebony skin and a pearly smile
His hand was snatched away, he was punished till he whimpered
But he still looked for his new friend who had disappeared
He was told the darker side killed, that they murdered and plundered
They were evil and mean, the boy thought he made a blunder
the boy..did he believe?
With his paintbrush he created thousands of swirling colours
He was jeered and shunned at by all of the others
He claimed he could envision freedom for everything
So he was blindfolded until all that he could see was a blank space...nothing
He got engulfed in a world spun from lies
He let claws tear his skin and gouge out his eyes
Then, then he started to believe

Devangna Chandra

Statistics:
A game of manipulation or persuasion?

“

“

There are three types of
lies, damn lies, and statistics

- Mark Twain

How does government show false statistics on news channels and newspaper?
“The Indian cricket team won the match.""The Indian cricket team won the match by 400 runs!"Did
you see the difference that "400 runs" created? That is how impactful simple numbers can be. But
statistics are much more than mere numbers. When presented by the government, statistics can change
the whole country's perception or even form a new one. It might amaze you, how different statistics can
be and yet the same.

We live in a world where citizens daily need to process statistics on GDP, unemployment, COVID-19
cases, and other myriads of macroeconomic predictions. In the era of fake news, what constitutes the
truth is not only the facts but also their origin. Government agencies release falsified data in the hope of
obtaining positive public views on governmental performance. Their ultimate goal is to maintain public
support for the political status quo. What if the data is false or heavily manipulated by the ruling party
itself? Then, the credibility of the body releasing the data, the credibility of the government, and the
credibility of the nation is put in jeopardy. The government is satisfied with presenting false data. The
public is agitated to know the truth. And here we go, just the perfect recipe for democratic failure. Even
the statistics provided in our textbooks are censored to showcase the so-called “success” of government.
The truth, in reality, is far worse than what we are shown. Even the most fatal of accidents are reported
with low death tolls in news. This might be done to prevent chaos and hesitation among the public. But,
better a harsh truth than a sweet lie. It seems like the government is the puppeteer and stats are their
puppets.

How does it affect the public perception and students’ way of thinking? We talk about
statistics all the time, be it a math class or a Model UN speech. It helps us understand the
past and make predictions.

We are living in a time of Great Change, and also a time of Not-So-Great Change. Gone
are the days when children just had to worry about simple things. Now, we have to worry
about climate change and deadly pandemics. It also means that we have become aware of
how the system works. Have you thought about how the government might manipulate
data presented to us on COVID-19 cases? In this case, it might be done to ensure
movement restriction and a sense of awareness but is that the truth? Not really. Every
time we talk to our parents, friends or teachers, we talk about the booming number of
cases and how unsafe it has become. “The number of cases” has become a hot topic of
discussion among students. We feel that those statistics define the very severity of COVID.
There’s a fine line between “persuasion” and “manipulation”. In all honesty, we are just
being fooled by our own government.
While doing assignments, preparing
speeches or talks, we always consider
adding statistics to our data. Why?
Because statistics allow us to
understand and “connect” to a subject
much more deeply. If you think about it
hard, you will realize that this kind of
data manipulation is a direct threat to
democracy. We, as students, are
always opinionated about the workings
of government. When we read such
articles, it always leaves us
questioning the government. It
weakens our faith in the system. Or
maybe it is done for our benefit? What
differs persuasion from its evil twin?

In order to ensure you keep a certain distance to the studies and surveys you
read, remember the questions to ask yourself - who researched it and why, who
paid for it, what was the idea behind it. So, can statistics be manipulated? They
sure can. Do numbers lie? You can be the judge

Devika Singhvi

Yes, Something Is Wrong...
On the surface, the student loan problem appears straightforward: students are accumulating
excessive student debt, defaulting on that debt, and jeopardizing their ability to obtain future
loans. Student loan debt collection methods are riddled with flaws, such as ineffective recovery
strategies and knowledge asymmetry about repayment choices. However, present public policy
discussions overlook fundamental factors that contribute to the debt crisis, resulting in proposed
remedies that are similarly off the point. Although the listed student debt loans are averages, the
amounts owing might vary significantly from one student to the next. That is why measures such
as the mandatory debt calculator on college websites do not address the concerns; the
revelation of generic information has no discernible influence on student decision. Many of the
worst student loans are held by people who dropped out of college before graduating, resulting
in 'debt without a credential.'

Because of this, default data are skewed, and their indicators of school quality are
deceptive. Education costs are not always proportional to the level of education obtained,
implying that some students pay more and receive less and we lack an effective
mechanism for assessing educational quality other than certification, which is a faulty
process. Finally, students and their families are usually uninformed of the many repayment
choices available to them and as a result, they forego current advantages or are exploited
by loan servicers. That happens because we separate discussions of 'front-end' higher
education expenses from 'back-end' repayment choices and prospects; students and their
families are discouraged by the front end without realising that there is significant backend relief. With these facts in mind, it's easy to see why some of the current government
reform proposals are erroneous.

First, assessing universities using a grading
system based on their graduates' earnings
presupposes that the vast majority of students will
graduate and that the jobs they choose will be
well-paying. However, we know this is not the
case and with good reason: some students
enthusiastically choose public service or other
low-paying but public-beneficial jobs. In addition,
not all students can find work directly connected to
their subject of study in today's market. Second,
using loan default rates as a metric of a college's
performance ignores the fact that many institutions
accept students from lower-income quartiles, who
have poorer collegiate achievement unsurprisingly, though many are striving to
improve these numbers.
The fact that some of these students do
not complete their degrees is not an
indication of institutional failure, any
more than student success at top
schools is a guarantee of their
excellence. Linking default rates to the
sorts of students served by a school is
one way to examine. To the dismay of
some, one thing should not change:
many government student loans should
not be dependent on creditworthiness.
Accordingly, one might rightly say that it
is not only logic and evidence that
determine the trend of forecasts, but
political factors should not be ignored.
This has always been the case.
However, our goal is not to reassess
and refute the benefits of student loans,
but to determine the characteristics of
the current economic situation and their
impact on the economic trends of the
student loans. This situation can be
carried out without reference to the
political connections of various theories.

"College is part of the student's dream.
Let's not make it a ﬁnancial nightmare"
Siddhant Jhawar

